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Product Q&A

Q: Why should a superintendent visit your booth?
A: • To see how the world’s largest producer of electric vehicles is helping superintendents and their courses operate more efficiently. • To see how Club Car’s line of hardworking turf utility vehicles is sensitive to the environment. • To see the new Precedent golf car with advanced electric drive system that improves efficiency, reliability and control by increasing the car’s regenerative braking capability and battery efficiency. • To see how a wide range of options and accessories, including tools from parent company Ingersoll Rand, can help them get more out of their vehicles and their crew.

Q: Why do superintendents need your product?
A: To help them and their crews get more accomplished in less time with minimum disturbance to golfers and the environment.

Q: What makes your product unique?
A: The IQ Plus System—an electric drive system that gives members of the Carryall Turf line the performance capabilities long associated only with gas-powered vehicles.

Q: What are superintendents saying about your product?
A: “Can’t believe it’s this strong and this quiet.”